The United States of Europe Is Obviously Premature.
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Europe is a geographic designation: the westernmost peninsula of the Eurasian
continental landmass. For the past 7000 years, it has also been the home of a
restless mass of human beings, always on the move, settling and moving on, replacing
former residents and coming up with one invention after another, the most important
of which, from today\222s discussion, came from ancient Greece: participatory government
(Athens); Rome: written and progressively enlarging law; and England: that kings are
not all-powerful (Magna Carta); and all of them: the religious, scientific,
industrial, and political revolutions.
Restless, creative Europe (and its child, America) have given the world modern
civilization: the good things being nation-states governed by their own people under
rule of law; majority populations (middle class) wealthy and healthy beyond
imagining; cities clean and vibrant with culture and convenience; and citizens living
in safety and civility as in no cities before now. Europe\222s Scientific Revolution did
much of this.
Now for the bad things. Europe\222s restlessness has also given the world endless
warfare since the collapse of the Roman Empire in the 4th Century, culminating in two
of the most frightening wars, the second of which, World War II, drew in the entire
world and a third (the Cold War) almost destroyed the planet. The bad things
frightened Europe\222s elites so much that they determined to do something radical:
follow the example of the United States of America and create a United States of
Europe, one in which war would be impossible.
The American example is not easy to replicate, however. Even with extraordinary
founders, we had a common language and dominant religion, the good luck of geography,
endless natural resources, non-threatening neighbors, and time to grow, we still had
a horrific civil war over the divisive issue of slavery and still have some political
alienation dogging our unity. We are only fully united when at war or during crisis.
We still have to remind ourselves that we are one nation.
But Europe was very delusional to imagine that it could be a United States of Europe!
There is no common language and nationalism is not dead. Watch World Cup games to see
how fast national identity resurges!
Talk to the ordinary Europeans to learn how they detest rules issues from Brussels.
Talk to Northern Europeans to learn how they hate the leisure life style in Southern
Europe they are taxed for. These are taxes without representation. Europe really is
not one entity---until it is under attack.
And we forget that there are four Europes: Western, Southern, Northern, and Eastern.
But there is nothing like real threats to unite people who are quarreling or have
been asleep. The US umbrella let them live the good life for 70 years, but now comes
the storm. The Russian wolf is not dead! The New Russia is eating at Eastern Europe
and extorting the rest of Europe with threats of cutting off their gas in winter.
Russia is prowling the once pacified Scandinavia and even the Swedes are alarmed.
They had better be united and revive their defense budgets and industries. NATO is
needed and the US will help those who help themselves.
The flood of Muslim refugees, once regarded as cheap labor or welfare fodder are now
seen as security threats, militant fifth columns in their midst, creating adolescent
jihadis. They are no longer seen as easily assimilated. They are a huge and growing
problem. Europe depends more and more on INTERPOL for protection.
The United States of Europe, the EU, was premature in concept. Their really is no
single governing body in Brussels acceptable to all Europeans. However, there is no
reason why there should not be many agencies throughout the sovereign European states
that can work together. NATO is one of them. The banking organizations established by
the Dumbarton Oaks conference at the end of World War II (World Bank, IMF, etc) still
work well. The point is that there is a modern Europe and it is is under attack.
Their enemies are identifiable and they are our enemies too.
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